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Absolutely anyone can take better photos! If you can press a button, you can take great pictures. It's as simple as that.
Jim Miotke shares tips and tricks to improve your photos right away, no matter what camera you're using. Learn to
compose knockout shots, make the most of indoor and outdoor light, and photograph twenty popular subjects, from
sunsets and flowers to a family portrait.
In contrast to the jargon-filled manuals that come with most digital cameras, The Beginner's Photography Guide presents
step-by-step digital slr camera basics, while introducing and demonstrating a wide variety of techniques that will inspire
the novice digital photographer. Grouped together by themes-color, composition, natural light, framing, and more-each
camera technique is broken down into an easy-to-follow step-by-step sequence, and features annotated photographs
and suggestions on getting the best from digital slr cameras and taking eye-catching photos.
A child friendly guide to the essentials of photography.
Marvel at the wonders of the universe, from stars and planets to black holes and nebulae, in this exploration of our solar
system and beyond. Universe opens with a look at astronomy and the history of the Universe, using 3D artworks to
provide a comprehensive grounding in the fundamental concepts of astronomy, including the basic techniques of
practical astronomy. The core of the book is a tour of the cosmos covering the Solar System, the Milky Way, and galaxies
beyond our own. Explanatory pages introduce different celestial phenomena, such as galaxies, and are followed by
catalogs that profile the most interesting and important examples. A comprehensive star atlas completes the picture, with
entries on each of the 88 constellations and a monthly sky guide showing the night sky as it appears throughout the year
as viewed from both the northern and southern hemispheres.
Furnishes an overview of digital photography, covering such topics as cameras, exposure, lighting, shutter speed, depth
of field, and resolution--and tips on how to avoid hours of photo-editing by taking great photographs the first time.
If the desire to start a garden has been planted in your heart, then this essential guide is a wonderful companion to
accompany you on your new adventure! If you're not sure of the first steps to take, this handbook takes the anxiety out of
plotting and planting and equips you with all the know-how and confidence you need to get digging into your garden.
Creating a garden that you can enjoy and keep looking beautiful all year is easier than you think! You'll find simple stepby-step instructions, with clear images to help you create your dream garden, no matter the size and scale. Get to know
your garden and choose plants that will grow well in particular soil types and conditions year after year. From growing
root crop to cutting back ivy, this book gives you lots of simple garden ideas and projects that you can do yourself. Even if
you've never sowed a seed or pulled a weed, Beginner Gardening Step by Step contains everything you need to kickstart
your new outdoor hobby! This refreshingly accessible book is perfect for the novice gardener who wants to make the
most of whatever garden they have. Your Guide to Creating the Garden of Your Dreams Do you want to create a garden
you can show off with pride? Would you like to grow your own food? This book will get you started quickly! By following
the simple steps and projects outlined in this book, you will reap instant rewards and long-term successes so that you
can enjoy your garden in all seasons. Inside the pages of this comprehensive gardening book, you'll discover: - Clear
definitions and descriptions of the different types of plants. - Tips on choosing the type of garden you want. - Easy-tofollow instructions for choosing the right plants for your soil. - Simple step-by-step instructions to producing your first crop.
- Practical gardening advice on planting, growing, and caring for different plants.
Build your photography skills step-by-step with an independent photography course that guides you through every aspect
of digital photography. Includes advice and stunning images, this e-guide will help you master your photography and
image-editing skills, and maximize your artistic talent in as little as 20 weeks. Digital Photography Complete Course uses
a combination of tutorials, step-by-step demonstrations, practical assignments, and Q&As to help you understand and
use your camera to its full capacity. Choose your own pace to work through the modules-the program is completely
customizable to your schedule. As you work through the lessons, test your new knowledge and troubleshoot common
issues. With the aid of helpful text and innovative graphics in Digital Photography Complete Course, you'll explore a wide
range of genres: Find out how to create landscapes, portraits, still life, and action shots as you discover the full range of
your camera and learn how to take professional-looking pictures you'll be proud to display.
Compared with camera phones and compact cameras, modern DSLRs can seem terribly over-complicated to the novice
photographer. The truth is, they have to be over-complicated to satisfy the needs of a diverse range of users, despite the
fact that most photographers will only use a small percentage of the features on a regular basis. What the beginner
photographer really needs, then, is a no-nonsense guide to the most important features on DSLRs written by experts that
reveals in plain English what they need to know and nothing more. This is that book. The Complete Beginners Guide To
Photography explains all the photography concepts beginners need, such as how to balance exposures, how to get
sharp shots, and how to maximise image quality. Once you've mastered these basics, you can then move on to our more
advanced skills section at the end of the book featuring practical how-to guides for shooting a range of core subjects.
Take your photography to the next level and start learning today!
Learn more about the beautiful trees around you with this identification guide, perfect for beginners, featuring over 150
common tree species. If you want to know the difference between a Serbian spruce and a silver birch or how different
trees change through the seasons then What's that Tree? is the ideal guide for you. Species overviews show you what to
look for where and related trees are shown side by side for quick comparison and identification. Clear photography of
leaves will help you to directly compare the tree you're looking at with those in the guide and will assist you with specific
features of the leaf to help identify the tree. This quick-reference guide also includes information on bark, flowers, and
seeds. The perfect pocket guide for beginners but also a handy reference for the more seasoned naturalist, What's that
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Tree? will help you to become an expert tree-spotter in no time.
Learn to hand letter using simple, creative techniques, practice worksheets, and beautiful fonts that anyone can learn!
Have you ever wanted to learn how to hand letter, but didn't know where to start? Author Sarah Ensign will teach you
how using simple, fun techniques. You'll learn how to use a brush pen, create basic strokes, and connect letters. Once
you've honed your basic lettering skills, you'll learn how to draw fonts and compose quotes to create your own unique
projects. Your creativity will soar as you learn this beautiful craft from one of the best teachers on YouTube! Here's what
you'll find inside: Beautiful, full-color photography and hands-on lettering worksheets that you can trace or letter on
directly Step-by-step tutorials for creating faux calligraphy, brush pen lettering, bounce lettering, and more Complete
alphabet worksheets for six beautiful font styles, along with fun lettering projects that will inspire your creativity Beautiful,
full-color photography, and high-quality, hardcover spiral binding that makes it easy to trace the worksheets or letter
directly in the book Practical tips for choosing and using pens, laying out quotes, handling tricky connections, and moving
beyond the basics to create your own unique fonts
For digital camera and smartphone users, this easy how-to guide, written by an experienced National Geographic
photographer, imparts the essentials of taking great pictures. This entertaining book from beloved National Geographic
photographer and Photo Ark founder Joel Sartore shows aspiring photographers how to take great pictures, from framing
and F-stops to editing and archiving. Whether you're using your phone or a DSLR camera, you'll learn the fundamentals
of photography--and how to put them to work every day. In a series of short lessons, Sartore explains the basics, from
choosing a camera and gear to understanding focus, exposure, composition, and lighting. Using examples from his own
work, he applies the basic rules of photography to family, pet, travel, nature, and street photos, and how to get a great
shot with the camera on your smartphone. Throughout the book you'll find pro tips, quick assignments, and the behindthe-camera stories of great photographs; helpful notes clarify how to use every piece of advice with your smartphone
camera. Fun and informative, this practical book will be your gateway to taking great pictures.
Photography is now more popular than ever thanks to the rapid development of digital cameras. Read This If You Want
to Take Great Photographs is ideal for this new wave of snapshooters using DSLR, compact system and bridge cameras.
It contains no graphs, no techie diagrams and no camera-club jargon. Instead, it inspires readers through iconic images
and playful copy, packed with hands-on tips. Split into five sections, the book covers composition, exposure, light, lenses
and the art of seeing. Masterpieces by acclaimed photographers – including Henri Cartier-Bresson, Sebastião Salgado,
Fay Godwin, Nadav Kander, Daido Moriyama and Martin Parr – serve to illustrate points and encourage readers to try out
new ideas. Today’s aspiring photographers want immediacy and see photography as an affordable way of expressing
themselves quickly and creatively. This handbook meets their needs, teaching them how to take photographs using
professional techniques.
Discover the beguiling history of witchcraft, magic, and superstition through the centuries in this stunningly illustrated title.
A History of Magic, Witchcraft and the Occult charts the extraordinary narrative of one of the most interesting and often
controversial subjects in the world, covering everything from ancient animal worship and shamanism, through alchemy
and divination to modern Wicca and the resurgence of the occult in 21st-century literature, cinema, and television.
Providing readers with a balanced, and unbiased account of everything from Japanese folklore and Indian witchcraft to
the differences between black and white magic, and dispelling myths such as those surrounding the voodoo doll and
Ouija, the book explores the common human fear of, and fascination with spells, superstition, and the supernatural. The
perfect introduction to magic and the occult, this wide-ranging volume explores forms of divination from astrology and
palmistry to the Tarot and runestones, mystical plants and potions such as mandrake, the presence of witchcraft in
literature from Shakespeare's Macbeth to the Harry Potter series, and the ways in which magic has interacted with
religion. The most comprehensive illustrated history of witchcraft available, A History of Magic, Witchcraft and the Occult
will enthrall and fascinate you with its lavish illustrated, accessible entries, whether you are a believer or skeptic.
Learn more than 130 fully illustrated techniques and stitches and put them into practice as you go, creating 80
imaginative projects for home and to wear. Packed with step-by-step photography and clear instructions, Crochet has
everything you need to crochet a gorgeous array of clothing, home decor items, and toys. Get started with your first
crochet hook, work a range of classic granny squares, and discover how to craft delicate lace and openwork pieces.
Practice your newly learned skills on simple projects as you move through the ebook, or dive straight into the dedicated
projects chapter, which includes amigurumi and toy designs, blankets and pillows, and clothing for children and adults.
Newly updated with a fresh design and brand-new photography, Crochet is both a perfect e-guide for beginners and an
invaluable resource for more practiced crocheters.
The top-rated and top-selling photography ebook since 2012 and the first ever Gold Honoree of the Benjamin Franklin
Digital Award, gives you five innovations no other book offers: Free video training. 9+ HOURS of video training integrated
into the book’s content (requires Internet access). Travel around the world with Tony and Chelsea as they teach you
hands-on. Appendix A lists the videos so you can use the book like an inexpensive video course.Classroom-style teacher
and peer help. After buying the book, you get access to the private forums on this site, as well as the private Stunning
Digital Photography Readers group on Facebook where you can ask the questions and post pictures for feedback from
Tony, Chelsea, and other readers. It’s like being able to raise your hand in class and ask a question! Instructions are in
the introduction.Lifetime updates. This book is regularly updated with new content (including additional videos) that
existing owners receive for free. Updates are added based on reader feedback and questions, as well as changing
photography trends and new camera equipment. This is the last photography book you’ll ever need.Hands-on practices.
Complete the practices at the end of every chapter to get the real world experience you need.500+ high resolution,
original pictures. Detailed example pictures taken by the author in fifteen countries demonstrate both good and bad
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technique. Many pictures include links to the full-size image so you can zoom in to see every pixel. Most photography
books use stock photography, which means the author didn’t even take them. If an author can’t take his own pictures,
how can he teach you? In this book, Tony Northrup (award-winning author of more than 30 how-to books and a
professional portrait, wildlife, and landscape photographer) teaches the art and science of creating stunning pictures.
First, beginner photographers will master: CompositionExposureShutter speedApertureDepth-of-field (blurring the
background)ISONatural lightFlashTroubleshooting blurry, dark, and bad picturesPet photographyWildlife photography
(mammals, birds, insects, fish, and more)Sunrises and sunsetsLandscapesCityscapesFlowersForests, waterfalls, and
riversNight photographyFireworksRaw filesHDRMacro/close-up photography Advanced photographers can skip forward
to learn the pro’s secrets for: Posing men and women. including corrective posing (checklists provided)Portraits (candid,
casual, formal, and underwater)Remotely triggering flashesUsing bounce flash and flash modifiersUsing studio lighting
on any budgetBuilding a temporary or permanent studio at homeShooting your first weddingHigh speed
photographyLocation scouting/finding the best spots and timesPlanning shoots around the sun and moonStar trails (via
long exposure and image stacking)Light paintingEliminating noiseFocus stacking for infinite depth-of-fieldUnderwater
photographyGetting close to wildlifeUsing electronic shutter triggersPhotographing moving carsPhotographing
architecture and real estate
Your journey starts here. Featuring DK's much-loved maps and illustrations, walks and information, plus all new, full-color
photography, this 100% updated guide to Austria brings you the best of this cultural country in a brand-new, lightweight
format. What's inside? - full-color photography, hand-drawn illustrations, and maps throughout - easy-to-follow walks,
drives, and itineraries - our pick of Austria's must-sees, top experiences, and hidden gems - insider tips and information:
when to visit, how to avoid the crowds, where to capture the perfect photo, and more - the best spots to eat, drink, shop,
and stay - an area-by-area guide covering each corner of Austria, from Vienna to Burgenland, Styria to Carinthia - expert
advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe Now in paperback and printed on quality lightweight paper, our Austria travel
guide has been redesigned with you, the traveller, in mind, so you can take it wherever you go. Planning a city break?
Try our DK Eyewitness Vienna.
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) is a data management and analysis software that allows users to
generate solid, decision-making results by performing statistical analysis This book provides just the information needed:
installing the software, entering data, setting up calculations, and analyzing data Covers computing cross tabulation,
frequencies, descriptive ratios, means, bivariate and partial correlations, linear regression, and much more Explains how
to output information into striking charts and graphs For ambitious users, also covers how to program SPSS to take their
statistical analysis to the next level
"Once an image is in digital form, what you can do with it is practically endless." Tom Ang Make sure you're picture
perfect with this concise and easy-to-use guide to digital photography from expert photographer and bestselling author
Tom Ang. Now available in ebook(PDF) format. Understand what to look for when buying cameras, software, or
accessories. Follow the essentials of good picture-taking and get expert tips on how to make the most of your digital
images from covering the basics to image manipulation and special effects. Plus, "quick fix" pages on how to solve
common problems mean your camera can learn to lie. Get clicking and get outstanding results every time. Updates to
this edition Ch. 1 Buyers' Guide (was Total Photography) A guide to cameras and accessories. All new products.
Spreads newly presented as "Buyers' Guides", to help the reader decide which products are most suited to their needs.
Ch. 2 Photo Techniques (was Photography for the Digital Age) Skills, trade secrets, and techniques of digital
photography. Updated text, some new photographs. Ch. 3 A Compendium of Ideas (New, not in previous 2 editions) 36
pages of projects, concepts, subject areas, approaches, and ideas. All new text and photographs, taken from Digital
Photographer's Handbook 4th edition. Ch. 4 All About Image Manipulation Filters, image effects, distortion, color control,
and manipulation. Some minor reorganization of information, text updated. New text, images and layouts for Filter
Effects, pp. 170-177. New spread on High Dynamic Range. Ch. 6 The Output Adventure Proofing and printing, uploading
images to the web. Text updated. New spread on Creating a Website.
Build your skills and confidence in digital photography with practical and inspirational advice from Tom Ang. Find your
inner photographer and get the most out of your camera with Digital Photography Essentials. Packed with expert
knowledge, it is the perfect combination of practical photography advice and visual inspiration to help you make your own
digital masterpieces in a flash. This guide will teach you the basics of how to approach a subject, develop ideas, and
manipulate images in a series of inspiring photography projects. As well as featuring chapters dedicated to the art of
taking photographs, this handbook will help you to gain confidence in other subjects that you may need, such as sharing
images, making movies, and selecting equipment. Covering the latest advances in digital photography, Digital
Photography Essentials is the perfect reference to help you master every step of taking successful photographs.
Ready to learn the art and science of creating stunning photographs? This book will get you started. It provides specifics
for getting started with photography and taking control of your camera. You'll find everything you need to capture the
incredible photos you've been after, including: -choosing the best camera and gear, -setting up your camera to capture
the best photos possible, -mastering the exposure process, -taking sharp photos, -turning snapshots into compositions,
-editing your photos quickly and easily (without using Photoshop), -displaying your photos online or in print. The
difference between this book and other "intro to photography" guides is that this one is set up as a path to follow rather
than just a cursory list of concepts and options. It will make you a better photographer in a much shorter time. As an
added bonus, you'll find free videos and tutorials at Outdoor Photo Academy to build upon the foundation provided in this
book.
If you're new to photography, then the Beginner's Photography Guide is perfect for you. With the ideal starting point for
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digital camera users, this manual explains key concepts in simple terms before offering step-by-step visual guides to
every function. The Beginner's Photography Guide compares and contrasts the effect of different approaches, showing
you how to take the photos you want and develop your photography ability. You can learn how to overcome every
photographer's challenge, from working in dim lighting to setting up the perfect flash. This fully updated edition takes into
account new photography trends and the latest equipment on the market. Start snapping with the Beginner's
Photography Guide and get the most out of your digital camera. Previous edition ISBN 9781409322795.
A practical handbook for first-time parents, Pregnancy: The Beginner's Guide is packed with to-do lists, Top 10s, and
helpful advice on a wide range of topics, from what to eat when pregnant and how to exercise, to what to buy.
Inspirational, informative, and reassuring, Pregnancy: The Beginner's Guide takes a fresh look at the journey through
pregnancy, using visual graphics to help parents-to-be through all stages of pregnancy. 2014 National Parenting
Publications Silver Award Winner
This essential survival guide for intrepid young explorers shows the skills and techniques you need for outdoor
adventure, from maps and navigation to camping. Learn the basics - from picking the best campground to knowing how
to build a shelter - with clear step-by-step illustrations. Find out why not to camp under a tree, how to make a bed of
leaves, and learn useful knots to secure your camp. Once you're safely in your shelter, discover how to forage for food,
purify water, light a fire with flint and tinder, and cook up delicious fish. Find out what to take on your expedition, how to
plan your route, and what to include in your survival kit. Then have fun learning camp craft and bushcraft skills. To help
you find your way, this ebook shows you how to use a map and compass, or the Sun and stars as a guide. Discover the
best way to hike over terrains, including forests, swamps, forests, sand, snow, and ice. Learn, too, how to predict the
weather by observing clouds and wind direction. So start packing your rucksack for an outdoor adventure and don't forget
to read Survival for Beginners.
*** 2020 EDITION *** The Original "DSLR Photography for Beginners". Who Else Wants to Take Mind Blowing Pictures?
If you want to stand out from the crowd and capture all those magic moments for posterity, you have come to the right
place. Most guides to Digital SLR photography will overwhelm you with jargon, but you and I both know that's not what
photography is all about. When I first started out, I couldn't find any course or guide that actually helped me become a
better photographer. Everything out there was either packed to overflowing with technical terms or far too expensive for
my means. All I wanted was to know how to take the photographs I could see in my mind - and nobody was helping me
do that. That's why I've written this guide - so you don't have to go through what I did. Give Me Just 48 HOURS and I'll
Make You TEN Times a Better Photographer And I will do it for less than the cost of a cup of coffee. Signing up for an
expensive course can cost you upwards of $1000. What a waste when all you need to know is in this book. Owning a
Digital SLR Camera Is All About Taking Beautiful Pictures If you have paid out money to invest in a decent camera, I'm
betting that, like me, you haven't done so just to learn how many buttons it has or what lenses are made out of. In this
guide, we'll be sidestepping the boring technical information and focusing on what really matters showing you how to use
your camera to take the photographs you've always dreamed of, using all the benefit of my many years of experience as
a photographer and the hard-earned knowledge I have gathered along the way. Some of the things we'll cover are: - The
tricks and techniques the professionals use to make magic with their lens. - How to tell stories with your camera by
manipulating your angles and framing. - Everything that makes an image pop, from the rule of thirds to context and focal
points. - How to mix things up with specialized alternatives, from wide angle to telephoto and fish eye to tilt and shift. How to use polarizing filters, neutral density filters and ultraviolet filters to best effect. - How to see images like the
professionals do and use your equipment to get the shot you want. - Developing an Eye for Photography IS Possible Even If You're a Complete Beginner! Even if you have never picked up a camera in your life, this book will help you look
at everyday scenes with the practice eyes of a professional. By the time you complete this guide, you will know exactly
what makes a photograph work - and exactly how to take it. This book covers all you need to know about your digital SLR
camera and developing an eye for photography. Since the first edition was published back in 2013, till today THOUSANDS of readers have already proved this right. All that you need is found inside. So take action! Click the BUY
button and get started right away on your way to become an amazingly skilled photographer!
The Beginner's Photography GuidePenguin
Discover how to get the very best from your photography with clear step-by-step guidance from expert photographer, Tom Ang. In this fully
comprehensive photography companion, renowned photographer and teacher Tom Ang teaches you how to capture, enhance, and transform
your photographs. The first half of the book explains all of the essential techniques that every photographer needs to learn - from how to
handle your camera correctly and understand its features, to composing a successful shot. The second half develops your understanding of
photography, guiding you through a range of projects that focus on different photographic genres and subjects, including landscapes,
cityscapes, and live events. It explains how to digitally enhance your images, not only to improve the original shot, but also to apply creative
techniques that will take your image to a new level. This section also gives advice on the best way to share your work, to choosing the most
suitable equipment, and should you wish, how to develop a career in photography.
Become a confident, creative photographer with practical and inspirational advice from Tom Ang. Find your inner photographer with the fresh
and contemporary Digital Photography Step-by-Step. Packed with expert knowledge and all-new, previously unpublished images, it is the
perfect combination of practical instruction and visual inspiration. Reflecting all the latest advances in digital photography and covering basic
principles, techniques and quick fix features answering the most frequently asked photography questions, Digital Photography Step-byStep is the most reader-friendly photography book on the market. Now available in ebook(PDF) format.
It's Time To MASTER Digital Photography (Yes I Know You're A Beginner But It Really Is Possible!)Looking To Learn How To Take Amazing
Photographs And Grasp Photography? You've Come To The Right Place Presenting Photography For Beginners! Here's A Preview Of What
You're About To Learn...•Demystifying Photography•What DSLR Is And Why It Matters•Understanding Shooting Modes•ISO
Explained•Metering Explained•Exposure Compensation•How To Focus Your Camera Lens And Your Mind Correctly!•Manipulating Your
Photos•How To 'Frame' Your Photos•How To Never Take A Boring Photo Again•And Much, Much More!*** Claim Your Bonus Content At
The Back Of The Book ***
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Let the experts at the Royal Botanic Gardens guide you around the beautiful and mysterious world that is the plant kingdom. From regulating
the air we breathe to providing food, clothes, fuels, and medicines - plants are fundamental to our lives. Discover an extraordinary diversity of
species, which includes a grass that grows a meter a day, roots that breathe air, and "queen of the night" cactuses whose rare blooms vanish
before dawn. In a combination of art and science, Flora celebrates plants from majestic trees to microscopic algae, explaining how they
germinate, grow, and reproduce. It presents species that have evolved to accommodate pollinating insects such as the foxglove, and plants
that have adapted to flourish in even the most hostile of habitats. Pierre-Joseph Redoute in the 18th-century was described as the "Raphael
of flowers". Flora showcases his botanical paintings as well as those of Georg Ehret and others in this gorgeous visual celebration of plants
through the ages. Whether you are a keen gardener, naturalist, or botany student, this beautiful book is a treat that will entice, inform, and
amaze.
From Jimi Hendrix to Ed Sheeran, every guitar hero started somewhere - so stop dreaming and start playing! Covering acoustic and electric,
this book includes everything you need to know, from choosing your instrument and reading guitar tab, to using amplifiers and effects. Easyto-follow lessons take you through all the steps to becoming a great guitar player- from tuning for beginners to advanced techniques for
experienced players such as fingerpicking and two-handed tapping. Pick up guitar theory along the way including rhythm, chords, and scales,
and how to fine-tune your playing for blues, pop, rock, and more. Beginner's Step-by-Step Guitar also helps you take your music to the next
level with practical tips on forming a band, recording, and playing gigs. Whether you want to play along with your favourite songs at home or
rock out onstage, this is the ultimate step-by-step guide to guitar greatness.
A practical, affordable and accessible home photography tutor. This inspiring project-based course book covers everything from basic
composition to the latest digital darkroom techniques.
A complete and accessible guide to photography, bringing fantastic photography within everyone's grasp Whatever your level of photographic
experience, this incredibly in-depth guide is guaranteed to raise your game. Take the guesswork out of your photography and understand not
just what to do with your camera, but how and why this affects the photos you take. You'll learn how to compose a shot for visual impact,
focus it to attract the viewer's eye, expose it so every detail is captured and so much more. Photography never stands still so it doesn't matter
what camera you have, whether you own an SLR, film camera or a compact digital camera, Gatcum will teach you how to take the best
photos possible. As well as Gatcum's own expertise on the subject, Complete Photography is packed with tips and masterclasses from other
inspirational professionals.

Discover how to develop your pottery design skills and bring your ideas to life from start to finish. Covering every
technique from throwing pottery to firing, glazing to sgraffito, this pottery book is perfect for both hand-building beginners
and potting pros. Step-by-step photographs - some from the potter's perspective - show you exactly where to place your
hands when throwing so you can master every technique you need to know. Plus, expert tips help you rescue your pots
when things go wrong. The next in the popular Artist's Techniques series, Complete Pottery Techniques is the ideal
companion for pottery classes of any level, or a go-to guide and inspiration for the more experienced potter looking to
expand their repertoire and perfect new skills. With contemporary design and ideas, Complete Pottery Techniques
enables the modern maker to unleash their creativity.
Learn from Tom Ang how to capture fleeting memories forever - including beautiful scenes, celebrations and your baby's
smile - in exquisite digital photographs. Award-winning professional photographer Tom Ang shows how to choose the
best camera and learn how to adjust its settings to control exposure, zoom and brightness. He explains how to light and
frame your subject and cope with issues such as poor light conditions or a moving subject. Checklists for each shot tell
you what camera mode and lens setting to use, with insider know-how, such as using the flash in bright light to reduce
shadows. Photography can lead you to unexpected beauty in places such as a city street, a fruitmonger's stall, or
reflections in water. Tom Ang guides your eye, showing you how to take stunning images. He describes how to take
characterful portraits, dramatic silhouettes, and intriguing close-ups. Plus he gives valuable tips on taking for selling items
online or documenting a project. Illustrated throughout with Tom Ang's own inspirational images, How to Photograph
Absolutely Everything is your one-stop guide to enjoying photography and creating unforgettable images.
"Mark's enthusiasm for the natural world and photography is contagious! A must read." - Matt in Florida "An easy read
filled with valuable bird photography tips and techniques I wish I knew years ago." - Betty in Alabama "The color
illustrations and beautiful bird photographs made everything so much easier to understand." - Phil in the UK "I just
wanted to say thank you for making photography fun, inspiring and exciting. Your book has helped me capture some
great images." Marv down under in Australia Bird photography is a fun, exciting and highly addictive hobby overflowing
with magical opportunities just waiting to be captured by anyone holding a camera! It doesn't matter if that camera is an
entry level point and shoot, a cell phone or an advanced high megapixel DSLR with a monster zoom lens. With camera in
hand, you now have the ability to pause time, take a step back and really see what our incredible world has to offer. Avid
birder and wildlife photographer Mark Smith takes you under his wing and shows you how to start capturing your own
breathtaking images of birds by explaining everything you need to know about bird photography in an easy to understand
conversational tone that makes sense out of the often confusing jargon of the photography world. Filled with personal
stories that demonstrate crucial bird photography facts and overflowing with beautiful bird images that not only inspire but
also include all relevant camera settings used to capture them. You will soon be wondering why you aren't spending all of
your free time putting birds in the viewfinder of your camera. Learn valuable birding information like: locating and
approaching birds, why birds provide endless opportunities, birding etiquette, what time of the day is best for bird
photography, flyways and migration and how weather can influence your odds of locating more birds. Discover field
techniques that take your bird photography to the next level. Learn how to choose the best camera, lenses and tripods for
bird photography. Fully understand artistic composition techniques like: Framing the shot, Leading Lines, Depth of Field,
Texture, Patterns, The Rule of Thirds, Negative Space, The Golden Ratio and more. Learn how to master your camera
by fully understanding priority shooting modes and when to use them. Take control of your photography by knowing
exactly how aperture, shutter speed and ISO affect light and your incredible bird photographs. Full color illustrations
make these often confusing concepts simple to understand. This bird photography book teaches you all of this
information and so much more while at the same time encouraging you to get outside and explore our incredible planet
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all while having fun. "I created this book for a very simple reason: to share my passion for finding and photographing
amazing birds with people from all over the world. It doesn't matter if you want to capture incredible images with a cell
phone, an entry level point and shoot camera or a high dollar camera with a massive zoom lens. Bird photography is
something anyone can do." - Mark Smith
All you need is a digital camera and this bestselling book to unlock your full potential as a photographer! This handbook
will help you improve your skills, give you a fresh perspective on how to approach a shoot, and which equipment will work
best. If you have a burst of inspiration and ideas for new projects, this must-have will guide you through every step.
Achieve stunning results with this expert advice on everything from how to choose the right equipment and aperture
exposure, to image enhancement and flash. This comprehensive guide is a trusted resource and an ideal starting point.
Written for beginners, this photography book is easy to read and understand, even if you have never worked with a
camera before. It has step-by-step tutorials covering the whole range of camera functions and photographic techniques.
Each chapter of the book is full of practical hands-on projects and tutorials that will help you get the best from your
camera. At-a-glance comparison images show how camera settings can produce remarkably different pictures. The
results are shown side-by-side with each technique, along with the setting used to create a particular look or effect. You'll
also learn how to enhance your images using a range of innovative ideas adopted by professionals. Go from Novice to
Pro Photographer in a Flash It has been fully updated to reflect all the latest developments in technology and creative
trends in digital image-making. This manual will teach you all the tips and techniques you need to ensure that your
memorable moments are captured perfectly every time! The Beginner's Photography Guide will help you find your inner
photographer: - Takes you through every technique you need to create stunning images. - Easy-to-follow layout and stepby-step and tutorials. - Handy checklists with a quick rundown of the equipment and camera settings. - Hundreds of
inspirational images to motivate you to reach your goal.
Practical advice, equipment, and settings checklists, plus inspirational and instructive images for photographers with a
basic technical grounding and level of experience who would like to take their digital photography skills and technique a
step further. Featuring a comprehensive range of topics from experimenting with lenses, exposure, and aperture to useful
post-production techniques, easy step-by-step tutorials help you master the functions on your camera and develop
exciting new techniques. As well as refreshing existing knowledge, you will learn more advanced skills, such as how to
freeze movement, use filters, and create brilliant images from multiple exposures. You'll discover how to compose shots
better, use simple framing and cropping techniques effectively, and explore light and shadow to create maximum impact.
Inspiring suggestions for projects show how to explore themes ranging from close-ups and portraits to street scenes,
landscapes, and the night sky, while useful tips and hints help you think creatively, tackle "difficult" subjects, and
troubleshoot problems. Packed with practical advice, handy equipment and settings checklists, and hundreds of
inspirational and instructive images, The Advanced Photography Guide gives you the know-how and confidence to
produce truly stunning images and develop your own style.
With this visual guide to computer programming for beginners, it has never been easier to learn how to code. Coding
skills are in high demand and the need for programmers is still growing. Covering three of the most popular languages for
new coders, this book uses a graphic method to break complex subjects into user-friendly chunks, bringing essential
skills within easy reach. Each chapter contains tutorials on practical projects designed to teach you the main applications
of each language, such as building websites, creating games, and designing apps. The book also looks at many of the
main coding languages that are out there, outlining the key applications of each language, so you can choose the right
language for you. You'll learn to think like a programmer by breaking a problem down into parts, before turning those
parts into lines of code. Short, easy-to-follow steps then show you, piece by piece, how to build a complete program.
There are challenges for you to tackle to build your confidence before moving on. Written by a team of expert coders and
coding teachers, Beginner's Step-by-Step Coding Course is the ideal way to get to set you on the road to code.
Need to know which digital camera to buy? Want to take better photographs and retouch images? Ready to achieve
professional results? This updated edition of The Digital Photography Handbook will allow you to make the most of all the
advantages your camera has to offer - as well as guiding you through the latest software to enhance your images, and
get professional results with every shot. This book includes expert advice on the art of photography (composition, depth
of field and how to photograph a variety of subjects), editing and image manipulation software, how to print your images
for the best results, developing a portfolio and mastering the rules of copyright. Doug Harman includes the very latest
developments in digital technology, equipping you with everything you need to become a photographer. Contents
include: Types of camera, Computers and software, Memory, Pixels and magnification, Saving images, Exposure,
Composition, Light, Camera modes, Special effects, Manipulating images, Photo apps, Retouching old photos, Printing
digital images, Selecting printers and paper, Archiving and the cloud, Making money from your images, Copyright rules
and more.
Join Tom Ang's masterclass for a one-on-one guide to every aspect of digital photography. You'll improve your skills,
develop your eye and learn to take control of your camera in Digital Photography Masterclass. Learn to be a better
photographer; find out how to imagine the results you want before achieving them. Discover how to master the
complexities of lighting, composition and timing. Enhance your pictures with image manipulation, then start to specialise
in what interests you; from sport to portrait, following Tom's tips on taking genre photos.
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